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Abstract

The mechanism involved in the transfer of energy, momentum and plasma
from the solar wind to any planetary magnetosphere is considered one of
the more important topics in space plasma physics. With the use of the
Mercury spacecraft MESSENGER’s (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging) data, it has been possible to study these pro-
cesses in an environment different, yet similar, to Earth’s. These data have
resulted in unprecedented investigations advancing not only the extraterres-
trial space plasma research, but also the general space physics field.

This work aims to investigate the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability at
Mercury’s magnetopause, which is believed to be one of the main drivers for
the transfer of matter and energy into Earth’s magnetosphere, and the low-
latitude boundary layer (LLBL) which is in direct connection to the magne-
topause. The studies use data from MESSENGER’s magnetometer (MAG)
and fast imaging plasma spectrometer (FIPS) instruments during the first
three years in orbit. Results show that KH waves are observed almost exclu-
sively on the duskside magnetopause, something that has not been observed
at Earth. In contrast, the LLBL shows an opposite asymmetry as it occurs
more often on the dawnside. Both the KH instability and the LLBL are ob-
served mainly during northward interplanetary magnetic field. This, together
with the distinct opposite asymmetry, suggests that the KH instability and
LLBL are somehow connected. Previous theoretical studies, simulations and
observations have shown or indicated that the sodium ions have a large im-
pact on the Hermean magnetospheric environment, including the boundary
layer where the KH instability arises. One possibility is that the sodium ions
also induce the observed dawn-dusk asymmetry in the LLBL. Another expla-
nation could be that the LLBL on its own influences the KH wave occurrence
by reducing the KH wave growth rates on the dawnside where most of the
LLBLs are observed. Furthermore, observations agree with some formation
mechanisms that should give rise to the observed dawn-dusk LLBL asymme-
try.

The processes responsible for the dawn-dusk occurrence asymmetry in
both the KH instability and the LLBL are yet to be confirmed. Future work
may also include determination of the contribution of KH waves to the energy
and plasma transfer from the solar wind to the Hermean magnetosphere.
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Sammanfattning

Hur solvindens plasma, energi och rörelsemängd transporteras in till en
planets magnetosfär i vårt solsystem betraktas som en av de viktigaste forsk-
ningsområdena inom rymd- och plasmafysik. Med data inhämtat med rymd-
farkosten MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEoche-
mistry, and Ranging) som kretsade kring Merkurius mellan år 2011 och 2015,
har forskare kunnat studera dessa processer i en miljö liknande Jorden. Dessa
data har resulterat i studier som aldrig tidigare kunnat genomföras, som i sin
tur lett till ny kunskap, inte bara för den utomjordiska rymdforskningen utan
även för den allmänna rymdfysiken.

Detta arbete har som syfte att undersöka Kelvin-Helmholtz-instabiliteten
(KHI) vid Merkurius magnetopaus, en instabilitet som anses vara en av de
viktigaste processer för transport av materia och energi in till Jordens mag-
netosfär, och låg-latitudsgränsskiktet (LLBL) som är i direkt anslutning till
magnetopausen. Studierna använder data från MESSENGER:s magnetometer
(MAG) och plasmaspektrometer (FIPS) under de första tre åren i omlopp. Re-
sultat visar att KH-vågor observeras nästan uteslutande på magnetopausens
kvällssida, något som inte har observerats på Jorden. LLBL visar i sin tur en
motsats asymmetri då den uppkommer huvudsakligen på morgonsidan. Både
KHI och LLBL har observerats främst när solens magnetfält är nordriktat.
Dessa resultat indikerar att KHI och LLBL på något vis är sammankopplade.
Tidigare studier, simuleringar och observationer har förutspått eller visat att
natriumjoner har en stor påverkan på Merkurius magnetosfärsomgivning, in-
räknat gränsskiktet där KHI bildas. En möjlighet är att natriumjonerna även
orsakar morgon-kvällsasymmetrin i LLBL. En annan förklaring till asymme-
trin kan vara att LLBL i sig själv påverkar förekomsten av KH-vågor genom
att hämma tillväxttakten av dessa på morgonsidan där LLBL huvudsakligen
observeras. Några av de möjliga formationsmekanismerna som skulle kunna
ge upphov till den observerade morgon-kvällsasymmetrin i LLBL passar även
in med observationsresultaten.

Det återstår att fullt klargöra vilka processer eller mekanismer som är
ansvariga för morgon-kvällsasymmetrin i både KHI och LLBL. Utöver det
kan uppskattningar av KHI:s bidrag till energi- och plasmatransporten från
solvinden in till Merkurius magnetosfär undersökas med ytterligare studier
av MESSENGER:s data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Beyond the terrestrial planets in our universe, plasma is the most common state
of matter. A plasma consists of hot ionized gas with an average charge density
close to zero. Our Sun constantly emits a stream of plasma that reaches the entire
solar system. This stream is referred to as the solar wind. Some planets or other
astronomical objects are encompassed by their own or a neighboring magnetic field.
This magnetic field partially blocks the solar wind and prevents large amounts of it
from reaching the surface of these objects. Without this protecting magnetosphere
that among other things prevents the solar wind from stripping away vital plan-
etary atmospheres, Earth would not likely be habitable. The magnetosphere is,
however, never completely impenetrable to the solar wind plasma. In fact, plasma
is constantly transferred through different processes, and can e.g. give rise to clearly
visible and spectacular auroras near the magnetic poles. The aurora only occurs
on planets that have an ionosphere, in where accelerated electrons hit neutral gas
particles and energy is released through light. The planet Mercury lacks such an
ionosphere and therefore has no auroras. It has, however, an Earth-like magnetic
field that prevents it from being completely bombarded by solar wind particles. The
similarities and differences to Earth make Mercury a particularly interesting planet
to study. In the 1970’s, the NASA satellite Mariner 10 was the first spacecraft to
provide in situ information from Mercury’s environment from three flybys. Nearly
four decades later, NASA’s MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging) became the first satellite to enter into orbit around
Mercury. For four years it collected valuable data to increase our understanding of
terrestrial planets and their environments.

This licentiate thesis concerns the magnetospheric environment of Mercury and
processes therein. The first article covers the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which
enables the transfer of plasma and energy through magnetospheres. The second
article is a study of a magnetospheric boundary layer at low latitudes, referred
to as the low-latitude boundary layer. In Chapter 2 some basic theory of space
plasma physics are briefly covered. Chapter 3 gives a general introduction of the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Artist’s impression of MESSENGER in orbit around Mercury. Im-
age credit: http://messenger.jhuapl.edu/the_mission/artistimpression/
images/atmercury_lg.jpg

planet Mercury. In Chapter 4 the magnetospheric environment and different in-
teraction processes between the solar wind and the magnetosphere are described.
The instrumentation on MESSENGER is presented and explained in Chapter 5.
The scientific results and discussion of this licentiate thesis follow in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7, respectively. Finally, an outlook on possible future investigations is
given in Chapter 8.

http://messenger.jhuapl.edu/the_mission/artistimpression/images/atmercury_lg.jpg
http://messenger.jhuapl.edu/the_mission/artistimpression/images/atmercury_lg.jpg


Chapter 2

Basic space plasma physics

The plasma environment in our solar system consists to a large degree of charged
particles emanating from the Sun. As this solar wind flows through space, it in-
teracts with the planets. Both the plasma environment surrounding the planets
and its interaction with the solar wind are studied in space plasma physics mainly
through in situ measurements by different spacecraft.

A first approach in describing a plasma is considering the single-particle motions.
A particle with charge q, moving with a velocity v in an electric field E and magnetic
field B, will experience the Lorentz force, F:

F = q(E + v×B) (2.1)

If the electric field is zero, the particles will gyrate around the field line with a
radius referred to as the Larmor radius or gyroradius:

rL = mv⊥
|q|B

(2.2)

where m is the mass of the particle and v⊥ is the velocity of the particle perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field. When an electric field is present, the gyrocenter of the
particle will drift in the direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic
field, with a velocity vdrift = E × B/B2. Furthermore, if the magnetic field is
non-uniform (i.e. containing a gradient), the particle will also drift in the following
sense:

v∇B = mv2
⊥

2qB
B×∇B
B2 (2.3)

This is referred to as the gradient drift. In addition, if the particle moves along
curved magnetic field lines, it will experience a centrifugal force perpendicular to
the magnetic field, and will therefore also curvature drift:

vR =
mv2
‖

qR2
c

Rc ×B
B2 (2.4)

3
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where Rc is the radius of curvature pointing away from the center. In vacuum, and
when the electric field is time stationary, the curl of B is zero and the gradient and
curvature drifts can be combined to form the gradient-curvature drift:

vR,∇B = m

q

(
v2
‖ + v2

⊥
2

)
Rc ×B
R2

cB
2 (2.5)

In magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), plasma is treated as a fluid. MHD describes
the behavior of conducting fluids in electromagnetic fields with Maxwell’s equations:

∇ ·E = ρe

ε0
(2.6)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.7)

∇×E = −∂B
∂t

(2.8)

∇×B = µ0

(
J + ε0

∂E
∂t

)
(2.9)

where ρe is the electric charge density, ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and the
permeability of free space, respectively, and J is the electric current density. When
the ion gyroradius is small compared to interesting length scales of the system,
the plasma is highly collisional but the resistivity from these collisions is negligibly
small, one talks about ideal MHD, which results in the idealized Ohm’s law:

E + v×B = 0 (2.10)

From equation (2.10) and Maxwell’s equations, the total time rate of change of the
magnetic flux, ΦB, passing through the surface S enclosed by the circuit C, can be
derived:

dΦB

dt
= − d

dt

∮
C

dl · (E + v×B) = 0 (2.11)

This implies that the magnetic flux remains constant in time for any surface moving
with the plasma. Hence, in ideal MHD magnetic field lines move with the plasma,
i.e., magnetic field lines can be described as ’frozen in’ to the fluid. Equation (2.10)
is therefore sometimes referred to as the frozen-in flux condition. In the solar wind,
the frozen-in condition is applicable, which means that the solar wind drags the
Sun’s own magnetic field with it on its journey through the solar system. The
magnetic field that is carried by the solar wind is referred to as the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF), although most of the IMF originates from the heliospheric
magnetic field.

When analyzing the interaction of the IMF with the planetary magnetic fields,
the two parameters Alfvén velocity, vA, and plasma β are often considered. The
Alfvén velocity is:

vA = B0√
µ0ρ

(2.12)
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where B0 is the background magnetic field and ρ is the mass density. The plasma
β is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure:

β = nkBT

B2/2µ0
(2.13)

When the Larmor radius is large enough compared to scale sizes of the system,
such as the magnetosphere of a planet, finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects become
important. The FLR effects can be represented by non-ideal MHD terms, and may
influence processes and boundaries at the magnetosphere (e.g., Stasiewicz (1993)).
The FLR effects are particularly important at Mercury, where the ion gyroradius
for sodium is comparable to the size of the Hermean magnetosphere (see Chapter
3 and 4.3).





Chapter 3

The planet Mercury

Mercury is the planet closest to the Sun and is therefore exposed to an extremely
harsh environment, with high temperatures and strong magnetic fields. The planet
is locked into a 3/2 spin-orbit resonance and completes a full orbit around the Sun
in 88 days, while it rotates around its own axis in 59 days. It has a dipole-like
magnetic field, similar to Earth’s but weaker, with an equatorial field strength of
300 nT. The magnetic field axis is nearly aligned with the rotation axis, with a
magnetic equator offset 0.2 RM to the north (where RM ≈ 2440 km is the Mercury
radius). Mercury’s magnetic field was discovered by the spacecraft Mariner 10, but
it was with MESSENGER orbital data the offset was first observed.

Mercury’s proximity to the Sun in combination with its weak intrinsic magnetic
field give rise to a magnetopause stand-off distance of 1.3-2.1 RM, and hence a
relatively small and dynamic magnetosphere. This yields a Dungey cycle, i.e. the
general plasma circulation in the magnetosphere (see Chapter 4.2), of ∼ 2 min at
Mercury, significantly shorter than the ∼ 1 h Dungey cycle on Earth, and a Kelvin-
Helmholtz (KH) wave periodicity of seconds rather than minutes as on Earth.

Table 3.1: Important properties and scale lengths on Mercury compared to Earth
(where RE is Earth’s radius).

Mercury Earth
Planetary radius 2439 km 6371 km
Mean distance to Sun 0.38 AU 1 AU
Magnetic dipole equatorial
field-strength

300 nT 30 000 nT

Magnetopause stand-off
distance

1.3-2.1 RM 6-15 RE

Dungey cycle ∼ 2 min ∼ 1 h
Sodium Larmor radius ∼ RM << RE
KH wave period ∼ 30 sec 2-5 min

7



8 CHAPTER 3. THE PLANET MERCURY

Figure 3.1: The Hermean magnetospheric environment and processes therein, from
Slavin et al. (2008)

Unlike the other terrestrial planets, Mercury’s atmosphere is almost non-existing
except for a tenuous exosphere. This exosphere is not thick enough to form an
ionosphere. Hence, instead of the magnetosphere coupling with the ionosphere, the
magnetosphere interacts directly with Mercury’s resistive regolith.

On Earth, the gyroradius of the heavy ion Na+ is negligible compared to the
scale size of the magnetospheric environment. On Mercury, however, kinetic effects
such as the FLR effect, specifically from the abundant exospheric Na+, become im-
portant (see Chapter 4.3). These effects may influence various processes occurring
at the magnetopause, and cause an asymmetry between the dawn- and duskside
magnetosphere.

Table 3.1 summarizes the important properties and scale lengths on Mercury,
and how they compare to Earth.

In this thesis mainly two coordinate systems will be used: the Mercury Solar
Magnetospheric (MSM) coordinate system, and the magnetic local time (MLT) and
magnetic latitude (MLat) coordinate system. In the MSM coordinate system, x̂ is
directed towards the Sun, ẑ is in the general direction of the northern magnetic
pole and ŷ completes the right-handed rule. In the latter coordinate system, MLT
defines the magnetic longitude, where 12h is directed towards the Sun, and MLat
defines the magnetic latitude, where 90◦ is directed towards the magnetic north.



Chapter 4

Solar wind-magnetosphere
interaction

All planets in our solar system are affected by the IMF, which is carried by the solar
wind that flows through space. The intrinsic magnetic field of some planets can act
more or less as a shield to this high-speed plasma. Most of the time, however, the
planetary magnetic field interacts with the IMF and thus allows a transfer of plasma
and energy from the solar wind into the planetary magnetosphere through different
processes. In this Chapter, the magnetosphere and its regions will be introduced
and explained. Different mechanisms for the transfer of plasma and energy into the
magnetosphere or the low-latitude boundary layer, including magnetic reconnection
and the KH instability, will be briefly described.

4.1 The magnetospheric environment

When the solar wind first encounters a planetary magnetic field, it is slowed down to
subsonic speeds and heated, and gives rise to a bow-shaped magnetospheric border
called the bow shock. Downstream of this shock is a region of hot and dense plasma,
referred to as the magnetosheath. The magnetosheath has an inner boundary
or a current sheet, called the magnetopause, where the pressure of the planetary
magnetic field is balanced by the pressure in the magnetosheath. The position and
shape of this boundary is highly affected by the magnetic field and pressure from
the solar wind (e.g., Sibeck et al. (1991)). Depending on the properties of the IMF,
different phenomena can occur at the magnetopause that enable the transfer of solar
wind plasma into the magnetosphere. Two such important processes are magnetic
reconnection and the KH instability, which will be explained in more detail in the
following sections.

A region containing a mix of magnetospheric and magnetosheath plasma just
inside the magnetopause at low latitudes has been observed frequently (e.g., Hones
et al. (1972); Eastman et al. (1976)). This region is called the low-latitude boundary

9
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Figure 4.1: Different regions of the magnetospheric environment of Mercury.

layer (LLBL). The existing ideas of formation processes of the Earth LLBL will be
presented in Chapter 4.4.

The cusps are regions close to the planetary poles. Here the solar wind plasma
has direct access to the nearer regions of the planet (the upper atmosphere of Earth
and the crust of Mercury).

The region downstream of the planet, referred to as the magnetotail, contains
the northern and southern lobes. The lobes are elongated bundles of magnetic field
lines with little plasma. Separating the two lobes near the equatorial plane is the
plasma sheet which contains a hot and dense plasma (e.g., Eastman et al. (1985)).

Figure 4.1 shows the different components of the magnetospheric environment
of Mercury mentioned above.

4.2 Magnetic reconnection

Magnetic reconnection is viewed as the most important mechanism for the trans-
fer of energy, plasma and momentum from the solar wind into the magnetosphere,
and is thus the main driver for magnetospheric convection. Magnetic reconnec-
tion is a complex process in which the frozen-in condition breaks down and the
magnetic topology drastically changes. In a simplified description magnetic recon-
nection occurs between two regions of anti-parallel magnetic fields (Fairfield and
Cahill (1966); Arnoldy (1971)), as is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The dayside mag-
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic reconnection illustrated by three steps. a) Plasma flows with
velocity u inward, pressing magnetic field lines, B, with opposite direction towards
each other. b) Magnetic field lines are compressed further. A diffusion region,
where the plasma will be tied no longer to magnetic field lines, are marked with
a grey box. c) Reconnection has occurred, magnetic topology is rearranged and
plasma now flows outward from the region where the reconnection took place.

netopause is an example of a region where magnetic reconnection occurs. When
the IMF is southward, it is anti-parallel to the northward directed magnetospheric
field lines and can interconnect with them, and eventually transfer magnetosheath
plasma onto magnetospheric field lines. Through this process, the magnetic tension
converts into kinetic energy, accelerating the newly reconnected plasma up to the
Alfvén velocity in the rest frame of the convecting field lines (e.g., Hayashi and
Sato (1978)). The newly reconnected open field lines (one end of the field line is
attached to the planet and the other extends into interplanetary space) are dragged
anti-sunward, until they reconnect again in the tail and continue sunward and back
to the dayside, completing what is known as the Dungey cycle (seen for southward
IMF in Figure 4.3).

Depending on the direction of the IMF, reconnection occurs at different places
in the magnetosphere of Earth. As mentioned, reconnection occurs predominantly
at the dayside for southward IMF. For northward IMF reconnection takes place
mainly at high latitudes, poleward of the cusp in both hemispheres (see Figure
4.4).

The rate of reconnection at the magnetopause is often expressed as the velocity
with which the plasma enters the reconnection region normalized by the Alfvén
velocity (e.g., Petschek (1964)). However, it can also be approximated by BN/|B|,
where BN is the magnetic field component normal to the magnetopause and |B| is
the total magnetic field just inside the magnetopause (e.g., Sonnerup et al. (1981)).
On Mercury, reconnection rates have so far been estimated to 0.15 ± 0.02 (Slavin
et al. (2009); DiBraccio et al. (2013)), which is significantly larger than the recon-
nection rates of < 0.1 that have typically been observed at Earth (e.g., Sonnerup
and Ledley (1979); Phan et al. (2001); Vaivads et al. (2004)).
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Figure 4.3: The Dungey cycle during southward IMF in the magnetosphere (above)
and the ionosphere (below). The numbering corresponds to the motion of the
magnetic field lines. From Hughes (1995).

Magnetic reconnection is not only controlled by the magnetic shear between the
IMF and magnetospheric magnetic field lines, but also by the plasma β. Studies
have shown that when β << 2, i.e., when the magnetic field pressure dominates the
plasma pressure, the likeliness of reconnection on Earth increases (e.g., Paschmann
et al. (1986)).

4.3 The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

Instabilities can arise at a boundary separating two plasma regions with different
velocities. The magnetopause is such a boundary, with the tailward moving magne-
tosheath plasma on one side and the stagnant magnetospheric plasma on the other
side. A significant process at the magnetopause that requires a velocity shear layer
is the KH instability. This instability is particularly important during northward
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Figure 4.4: High-latitude reconnection poleward of cusp in the northern hemisphere.
Grey lines marks reconnected field lines.

IMF when the instability is viewed also as one of the main processes for the trans-
fer of solar wind energy, momentum and plasma from the magnetosheath into the
magnetosphere (e.g., Hasegawa et al. (2004). So far, the KH instability has been
observed on Earth (e.g., Fairfield et al. (2000); Hasegawa et al. (2004, 2006); Fair-
field et al. (2007); Foullon et al. (2008)), Saturn (Masters et al. (2009); Masters et
al. (2010)) and Mercury (e.g., Slavin et al. (2008); Boardsen et al. (2010); Sundberg
et al. (2010, 2012)).

The KH instability begins with a perturbation transverse to the velocity shear
layer. If the velocity shear between the two regions of plasma is large enough, the
perturbation will grow and eventually form a rolled-up vortice. The development
of the KH wave is highly dependent on the magnetic field direction: the KH wave
is unaffected by a magnetic field pointing in the transverse direction of the pertur-
bation, but gets stabilized due to the magnetic tension force for a magnetic field in
the parallel or anti-parallel direction of the shear flow. In particular, the condition
for suppression of the KH wave is (Chandrasekhar (1961)):

(V1 − V2)2 ≤ B2

2πµ
ρ1 + ρ2

ρ1ρ2
(4.1)

where V1,2 and ρ1,2 is the plasma speed and density on either side of the boundary,
respectively, and µ is the permeability. Hence, the KH wave will be stabilized if
the velocity difference between the two plasma regions does not exceed the root-
mean-square Alfvén speed. Particularly at the magnetopause at low latitudes, in
the absence of magnetic reconnection, the condition is often not fulfilled and KH
waves can easily form. Moreover, Miura and Pritchett (1982) showed that only
modes with ∆ · k < 2 are unstable (where k is the wavenumber of the KH mode
and ∆ is the width of the velocity shear layer), and that the fastest growing mode
occurred for ∆ · k ∼ 0.8.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the evolution of an unstable KH wave at the magnetopause.
Plasma in the magnetosheath (MSH) gets transferred to the magnetosphere (MSP)
through reconnection. From Otto and Fairfield (2000).

There have been suggestions that magnetic reconnection occurs within a rolled-
up KH vortice and thus enables the transfer of plasma and energy across the mag-
netopause (e.g., Otto and Fairfield (2000); Nykyri and Otto (2001)). A schematic
view of the transfer of plasma in a KH vortice through such a process can be seen
in Figure 4.5.

The KH instability at the magnetopause of Earth has mainly been observed dur-
ing northward IMF and behind the dawn-dusk terminator, with no clear dawn-dusk
asymmetry. On Mercury, however, there have been indications of such an asymme-
try through smaller event studies (e.g., Sundberg et al. (2012)). This asymmetry
has been suggested to arise indirectly from the FLR effect, as the Larmor radii for
the sodium ions are comparable to the scale size of the magnetosphere on Mercury
(e.g., Glassmeier and Espley (2006); Nakamura et al. (2010)).

By using an FLR modified MHD approach, Glassmeier and Espley (2006) de-
rived a linear growth rate for KH waves dependent on the ion gyroradius, rg, and
ion gyrofrequency, ωg:

γ = k

2 ·
√

(V1 − V2)2 + 4ηk · (V1 − V2) (4.2)

where η = r2
gωg/4 is the kinematic viscosity. ∆V = V1 − V2 is defined in such a

way that it is positive at the duskside and negative at the dawnside magnetopause.
Hence, at the duskside, both terms in equation (4.2) are positive, while on the
dawnside the second term is negative. Particularly at the dawnside when 4ηk >
|V1 − V2|, the FLR effect may even fully stabilize the boundary.

In situ observations of Earth have shown that the thickness of the magnetopause
current layer is always a few times larger than the ion gyroradius (e.g., Berchem and
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Russell (1982)). And as the fastest growing wavelength is related to the boundary
layer thickness as λ ∼ 2π ·∆ according to Miura and Pritchett (1982), the second
term in equation (4.2) becomes negligible. Glassmeier and Espley (2006) suggested
that the second term is large enough to affect the shear layer on Mercury and
making it easier for KH waves to grow and become unstable on the duskside as
compared to the dawnside.

In particular, Nakamura et al. (2010) showed with fully kinetic simulations that
the linear growth rate does not depend on the initial shear layer thickness, but
instead of a broadened thickness that is established before the KH wave onset. The
shear layer is broadened to the ion gyrodiameter to reach kinetic equilibrium on
both sides of the magnetosphere. However, as the convection electric field (CEF)
points in towards the magnetopause on the duskside and out in the direction to-
wards the bow shock on the dawnside, the gyroradii for the ions crossing the shear
layer gets extended on the dawnside and reduced on the duskside. Nakamura et
al. (2010) argue that this process eventually creates a dawn-dusk asymmetry in
the shear layer, making the duskside shear layer thinner with respect to the dawn-
side, although never thinner than the ion gyroradius, which in turn makes it more
difficult for KH waves to develop on the dawnside than on the duskside.

4.4 Formation of the low-latitude boundary layer

The LLBL has been studied extensively on Earth. How the boundary layer is
formed is, however, still an open issue. Several ideas of possible formation mech-
anisms exist so far, and all are dependent on surrounding conditions such as the
IMF. Some authors have suggested that magnetosheath plasma enters the LLBL
through diffusion, with the KH instability as one of the proposed main drivers (e.g.,
Walker (1981); Sckopke et al. (1981); Miura (1987)) or by direct flow of plasma or
ions gyrating across the magnetopause (e.g., Eastman et al. (1976); Eastman and
Hones (1979); Slavin et al. (2008)). Particles entering the cusp via turbulent eddy
convection and subsequently drifting towards low latitudes is viewed as another
plausible process for populating the LLBL (e.g., Haerendel et al. (1978); Müller et
al. (2012)). Quite a few authors have suggested magnetic reconnection as the main
mechanism, occurring either sporadically at the dayside magnetopause (e.g., Kan
(1988); Nishida (1989)), at the subsolar point during southward IMF (e.g., Fuselier
et al. (1999)) or at high latitudes equatorward of the cusps during northward IMF
(e.g., Song and Russell (1992); Le et al. (1996); Øieroset et al. (2008)).

All of these processes could occur on Mercury as well. In particular, some of
these mechanisms should lead to asymmetries in the plasma composition of the
LLBL, which may be particularly relevant at Mercury. Ions being picked-up by the
solar wind will drift in opposite directions for northward (dawnward) and southward
IMF (duskward), and could thus create an asymmetry in mass loading related to
the direction of the IMF. Moreover, protons that have entered the magnetopause
through diffusion or have been injected through the cusp or the flank will drift
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dawnward on closed field lines due to the gradient-curvature drift, which should
lead to an IMF independent occurrence asymmetry (e.g., Anderson et al. (2011)).
Such a process should lead to an asymmetry also on Earth, which has so far not
been observed (e.g., Haerendel et al. (1978); Eastman and Hones (1979); Le et al.
(1996); Phan and Paschmann (1996)). Finally, if the KH instability is the main
process responsible for populating the Hermean LLBL, the boundary layer should
mainly appear where the KH unstable waves are observed most frequently.



Chapter 5

The MESSENGER spacecraft

The NASA spacecraft MESSENGER was launched in August 3, 2004. Three flybys
occurred in 2008 and 2009, before the spacecraft was inserted into orbit around
Mercury in March 18, 2011. After little more than 4 years in orbit, MESSENGER
finally collided with the surface of the planet in April 30, 2015.

In the primary phase MESSENGER had an orbit period of nearly 12 hours.
A few weeks after the extended mission began in March 18, 2012, MESSENGER’s
orbit period was lowered to 8 hours. In both the primary and extended missions the
spacecraft was in a highly eccentric orbit around Mercury. MESSENGER’s orbit
around the planet in the primary mission phase during approximately one Mercury
year can be seen in Figure 5.1.

MESSENGER carried eight instruments for the collection of information of
the planetary surface and its surrounding environment. In this thesis, data from

Figure 5.1: Nine orbits of MESSENGER around Mercury during approximately
one Mercury year (∼ 88 days) in the primary mission phase. The inner and outer
dashed lines are the approximated magnetopause and bow shock, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: MESSENGER seen from a top-down view. The non-obstructed 150◦
FOV is marked with red dashed lines. XMSGR and YMSGR are the MESSENGER
spacecraft axes. Adapted from Raines et al. (2011)

the magnetometer (MAG) and the fast imaging plasma spectrometer (FIPS) in-
struments during the first 2.5 years of MESSENGER’s orbital phase have been
considered.

5.1 MAG

MAG is a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer with a sensor mounted at the end of a 3.6
m long deployable boom. The instrument was designed to measure the expected
low fields on Mercury by providing a range covering ±1530 nT for each of the three
orthogonal axes. It measured the magnetic field with an accuracy and resolution
of 0.047 nT at 20 samples per second. The instrument is discussed in more detail
by Anderson et al. (2007).

5.2 FIPS

The FIPS instrument was part of the energetic particle and plasma spectrometer
(EPPS), designed to measure characteristics of the charged particles in the Her-
mean environment. It was situated on the spacecraft where it could maximize the
collection of heavy ions from the surface and environment.
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The instrument was a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer that measured
mass per charge (m/q) with a resolution of 1 to 60 amu e−1 and energy per charge
(E/q) from 0.1(0.05) to 13 keV/e of incident ions, with a scan time of approximately
8 s (1 min) inside (outside) the nominal magnetosphere.

The conical instantaneous field of view (FOV) of FIPS was 1.4π steradians with
an angular resolution of approximately 15◦. However, due to obstruction by the
sunshade that pointed towards the Sun at all times to protect the instruments
onboard from overheating, and by one of the solar panels, the FOV was reduced to
1.15π steradians. MESSENGER and its entrance aperture view angle can be seen
in Figure 5.2.

For a more detailed description of the limitations of the FOV of FIPS, including
its impact on measured parameters, see Raines et al. (2011). Further information
on the FIPS instrument is given by Andrews et al. (2007).





Chapter 6

Results

Results from the two studies covering KH waves at the magnetopause and the
low-latitude boundary layer at the Hermean magnetopause are summarized below.

6.1 Paper 1: Statistical investigation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves at the magnetopause of Mercury

With the use of the magnetic field data from MESSENGER’s MAG instrument,
collected from the first three years in orbit, the KH instability on Mercury was
investigated. The study resulted in the identification of 146 KH events, where 90%
were characterized as nonlinear (unstable with a rolled-up vortice) and the rest 10%
as linear. One important result is the identification of a clear dawn-dusk occurrence
asymmetry, with 95% of the KH waves identified at the duskside magnetopause.
Such an asymmetry has never been reported on Earth. Furthermore, the majority
of the KH waves were observed on the sunward side of the dawn-dusk terminator, in
contrast to Earth were most of the KH waves have been observed on the nightside
magnetospheric flanks. This indicates that the Hermean linear growth rates are
sufficiently high to enable the KH waves to become unstable already at the dayside
magnetopause. Another distinct result is that 89% of the events were observed
for a positive magnetosheath Bz component, i.e., during northward IMF, in clear
agreement with observations of the KH instability on Earth.

6.2 Paper 2: MESSENGER observations of the dayside
low-latitude boundary layer in Mercury’s
magnetosphere

The Hermean dayside LLBL was investigated with the use of both magnetic field
and plasma data from the MAG and FIPS instruments during year 2011. The
investigation resulted in the identification of 25 LLBL magnetopause crossings.
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The majority of these were observed on the dawnside and for northward IMF, i.e.
an occurrence asymmetry opposite to that seen for the KH waves on Mercury.

By projecting the path of MESSENGER across the LLBL onto the Shue et
al. (1997) magnetopause normal direction, the average LLBL thickness could be
estimated to 450 ± 56 km. The thickness was observed to increase with distance
from noon. No correlation between the average proton number density and the
thickness could be observed, suggesting that the boundary layer is continuously fed
by particles along the whole dayside.

Sodium ions were sporadically measured with a significant number density, as
compared to the proton number density, in 14 LLBLs. The average gyroradius for
these sodium ions was estimated to 220± 34 km, i.e. the same order of magnitude
as the LLBL thickness.

Magnetic shear, plasma β and reconnection rates were estimated and compared
to those of a control group, referred to as the non-LLBL group, which showed nearly
no plasma inside a distinct magnetopause. The results indicate that reconnection is
significantly slower, or sometimes even suppressed for the LLBL group as compared
to the non-LLBL group.



Chapter 7

Discussion and conclusions

Due to the clear dawn-dusk asymmetry observed for KH waves in paper 1, it was
natural to continue on the subject by studying the boundary layer at low latitudes,
where most of the KH waves were observed, to see if the two were somehow con-
nected. Indeed, a clear opposite dawn-dusk asymmetry between the KH waves and
LLBLs could be determined, which among other things will be discussed below.

Before MESSENGER could perform continuous measurements at the Hermean
magnetopause in year 2011, different predictions were made regarding the impact
of heavy ions on the Mercury velocity shear layer where KH instability arise. Some
suggested that the dawnside should show more KH wave activity (e.g., Nagano
(1979)), while others predicted the opposite (e.g., Glassmeier and Espley (2006)).
With orbital observations, the dawn-dusk asymmetry has now been determined,
with KH waves observed more frequently on the duskside. However, whether or
not the asymmetry is directly related to the FLR effect, as described either through
the FLR modified MHD approach or through fully kinetic simulations, or to some
other mechanism, is yet to be established. Recent observations by Gershman et
al. (2015) showed that when the IMF was northward, and the sodium ion con-
centration was high (i.e. > 1 cm−3), magnetic field fluctuations associated with
the KH instability were often observed. Furthermore, local hybrid simulations by
Gingell et al. (2015) show a clear asymmetric growth of the KH instability between
the dusk and dawn flanks of the magnetopause, where the growth of vortices is
suppressed at the dawnside boundaries. The sodium ions being responsible for the
clear dawn-dusk asymmetry is clearly one of the more plausible and well-discussed
ideas, however, it does not directly imply that the LLBL plays a minor role in this
issue. In contrast, the opposite dawn-dusk asymmetry for the KH waves and the
LLBL, and the fact that they both occur mainly during northward IMF, indicate
that they are somehow related to each other. The KH instability, as an example,
should not be considered as a likely LLBL formation process due to the observed
occurrence asymmetry. As discussed above, several proposed explanations for the
KH wave dawn-dusk occurrence asymmetry are directly related to the presence of
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sodium ions in the Hermean magnetosphere. This could also mean that the sodium
ions have a significant impact on the formation of the LLBL. One explanation could
be that the sodium ions broaden the boundary layer on the dawnside (as discussed
by Nakamura et al. (2010)), suppressing KH wave growth at that side, and at the
same time making the LLBL more easily distinguishable there as the boundary
layer gets wider. Another idea is that the LLBL in itself induces the dawn-dusk
asymmetry in KH waves by being present mainly on the dawnside and thus in-
hibiting the growth of waves there. Suggestions of formation mechanisms of the
LLBL that could give rise to such an asymmetry have been introduced previously.
Protons entering through the cusp or the dawn flank drift dawnward due to the
gradient-curvature drift, independent of the IMF direction, and should thus give rise
to the same dawn-dusk asymmetry shown to exist by observations. Furthermore,
heavy ions being either picked-up by the solar wind or ions gyrating across the
magnetopause from the magnetosheath could for northward IMF induce the same
dawn-dusk asymmetry. Whether or not the LLBL is directly responsible for the
KH wave occurrence asymmetry, if the sodium ions play an important role for the
asymmetry in both LLBL and KH waves, or if another mechanism is responsible,
is yet to be established.



Chapter 8

Future work

To increase the understanding of the KH instability in general and to determine
how important it is for the transfer of energy, plasma and momentum from the solar
wind into the magnetosphere, the so-called ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves should
be examined. The ULF waves transport energy from the magnetopause to the inner
magnetosphere, and are proposed to arise in the inner magnetosphere as a result of
unstable KH waves at the magnetopause. This investigation should preferentially be
done using data from both the MAG and FIPS instruments onboard MESSENGER
from all five years in orbit. Analyzing wave properties, surrounding conditions and
occurrence, and comparing those results with observations from the KH wave study,
could increase the general knowledge of not only the Hermean but also the terrestrial
KH instability.

The energy transfer inside a nonlinear KH wave, likely occurring through mag-
netic reconnection, has mainly been studied with simulations. With the NASA
Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS), launched in March 12, 2015, oppor-
tunities to investigate magnetic reconnection in more detail have arisen. MMS
consists of four spacecraft with the focus of collecting in situ data from the main
dayside and nightside reconnection regions. Hence, the spacecraft will be on low
latitudes, favorable for observations of the KH instability. However, whether or not
MMS will have an orbit that stretches far back on the equatorial magnetopause
flank, i.e., where the KH waves have had time to grow enough to become unsta-
ble and observable, is unclear. Regardless, MMS has given the opportunity for
unprecedented studies of the magnetopause boundary of Earth, which could likely
result in new valuable knowledge in the field.
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